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Lion-hearted
opinion
■ Columnist Brian Taylor
believes porn is not
Wood County's
business.

By DAN NIED
The BG News

■ Value of consideration
is discussed by
Frances Sawyer.

world and nation 5
■ Pope John Paul II
speaks to a crowd of 1
million in Mexico City.

I One Bowling Green
man fights over frozen
embryos with his exwife.

sports

Kevin O'Neill's first day on
the job may have been the highlight of his life.
"I'll never forget running
down Lambeau Field on the
opening kickoff against the
Packers," O'Neill said. "The history of that place with all the
great teams and players is
amazing. I'll be able to tell my
kids that 1 started my career
there."
O'Neill is a Detroit Lion.
The former Falcon All-American linebacker has been a special teams standout for the
Lions. He recorded 14 tackles in
II games this season while
playing on the kickoff, kickoff
return, punt and punt return
teams.
The way the 6-2, 239 lb.
O'Neill rushes down the field
on kickoffs and punts leaves little doubt that he belongs in the
league. With his arms pumping
and eyes set on the ballcarrier,
the intensity on his face paints a
portrait of an NFL linebacker.
It is that intensity that has his
coaches talking about moving
him up in the depth charts.
He's a tough kid," said
Lions special teams coach
Chuck Priefer. "He reminds us a

By LINE ANETTE DJUVE
The BG News
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say what?
"There is a lot of
myths of pagans
and paganism."
Jen Bak
Junior psychology major

electronica
Check out:

www.bgnews.
com
News, web extras and a
whole lot more.
Want to get in touch?

bgnews@bgnet.
bgsu.edu
Your direct line to your
newspaper.
Or call us:

372-6966
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good fit in the University.
"I just listened to the people I
trusted and it turned out to be a
good decision," he said. "I consider the people I've met here to
be my second family. BG will
always hold a special place in
my heart."
His career with the Falcons
started in 1993 when the Twinsburg, Ohio native came to BG
without a
football
scholarship. It was ,
the same attitude he /
took with the Lions ^_|
that got him
on the Fal-

team.
O'Neill served his whole
freshman year on the scout
team. He never made it off the
bench.
In '94 it was a different story.
He was third on the team in
tackles and cracked the starting
lineup for the last three games.
In '95 O'Neill had 134 tackles,
including five games with at
least 14 tackles. He had a career
high 18 tackles against rival
See O'NEILL, page six.

By STEFANIE SIZEMORE
The BG News
Have you heard about a witch
store in Bowling Green? Well
don't expect to see a bunch of
broomsticks and black cats on
the shelves. Tucked away in
downtown Bowling Green is a
mysterious store filled with
witchcraft, spells and tarot
cards.
Alternatives at 131 W. Wooster is a pagan store that offers a
wide variety of interesting products.
Alternatives' shelves are full
of candles, stones, handmade
jewelry, herbs, incense and much
more. The book selection consists of material on witchcraft,
magic, spells and astrology.
The new store owner, Chris
Roberts, has just added another
exciting feature, the organic grocery. Here, Alternatives customers can find a wide variety of
organic food that is hard to find
anywhere else.
' "The organic grocery is a real
popular with most of our customers. This food is hard to find
at the prices we are offering,"
Roberts said.
The most popular items tend
to be the candles and herbs.
"People come in and buy candles all the time. They are definitely the most popular item. We
have over 80 varieties of herbs so
they are also a big seller,"
Roberts said.
Stones take up a major section
of the store. Alternatives offers a
wide variety of different shapes,
colors and sizes of different
stones and crystals. Roberts is
always adding new stones to the

.
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• See STORE, page four.

Writers Lab shifts emphasis

■ The Falcon hockey
team tied Ferris State
Saturday at BGSU Ice
Arena.

Opinion
Page Three
World and Nation
Sports
Sports Agate

lot of Stephen Boyd. Kevin
is not that far off
from getting regular playing time
on defense."
For now, the
rookie understands that the
road to regular playing time
will be tough. O'Neill spent
most of the season at third
string middle linebacker. He
was playing behind Boyd, and
second year player Richard Jordan.
But O'Neill knows his role on
the team and embraces it with
open arms.
"I look at it as being very fortunate to be in this situation,"
he said. "Each year I hope to
take a step forward, and make
more of an impact with this
team. But it's a slow process and
I've got to pay my dues. I'm just
going to enjoy my time here and
do whatever I can to help us
win."
Preparing for the Lions
In the 1997 season, O'Neill
capped a BG career that left
him as the second leading tackier in team history with 462
tackles. He led the team in
tackles in each of his last
three seasons.
His senior season, O'Neill
was a candidate for the
Butkus award which is
given annually to the best fj
linebacker in college football. He was also an AllAmerican candidate and
an academic All-American.
O'Neill
came to
Bowling Green on the
advice of a'family friend
and found that he was a

Store offers
Alternatives

Many writers have improved
their writing skills at the Writers
Lab. The lab, which was previously called the Writing Lab, has
changed its name to Writers Lab
to emphasize the purpose of the
lab and the importance of the
writer.
Barbara Toth, director of the
Writers Lab, said the main reasons the lab's name was changed
was to make people aware that
the lab is for writers rather than a
place that just consists of writers,
and to emphasize the description
of the lab instead of the possession of it.
She also said that the lab is

not a place where a writer can
leave a draft and tell the tutors at
the lab to fix it for them.
Instead, she said, the tutors try
to encourage the author's ideas
and their interpretation and their
spin on the universe rather than
hoisting our perspectives on
them.
She stressed that one of the
most important objectives for the
lab is to work with the writer and
help them become more competent and confident with their
own writing process.
"A good way to describe what
we do is writers helping writers," she said. She added that
they would much rather refer to
people visiting the lab as writers
than as tutees.

All in all there are 15 to 20
tutors at the lab to help writers.
The tutors come from various
backgrounds, and they are all
active writers, Toth said.
Jim Casarella, a graduate student and Writers Lab tutor, said
that he enjoys working at the lab.
"It's a great place to get experience to improve our own writing as well as helping the students," he said. "The lab is a
never-ending learning place."
Taeyon Kim, also a Writers
Lab tutor, said that she has discovered working as a tutor can
be as rewarding for her as it is for
the student.
Toth said she is very enthused
about the tutors.
"They all tend to live out what

I sometimes refer to as an ethics
of care," she said.
She said writers meet with a
tutor on a one-on-one basis for an
hour at a time, where they get
instantaneous and live feedback
on their writing.
Casarella said that during that
one hour it is important to help
the writer think about their writing and to help them make their
own choices. He stressed that
the tutoring should not be a
didactic or proscriptive process.
Toth said they don't follow a
set agenda when helping writers.
"One of our first questions is
what would you like to work
on," she said. They also ask the
writer what and how a lot rather
than asking why, she added.

Although many writers find
their way to the Writers Lab, Toth
said she believes that feedback
on one's writing is important to
all writers.
She also said that with all the
information now available to
writers and scholars, feedback on
various writing projects, at least
at some point in the process, is
necessary and no longer optional.
Although walk-ins will be
seen if there are tutors are available, appointments are recommended. The Writers Lab opens
Mon.-Fri. at 9:30 a.m. and Sun.
at 3 p.m. Call 372-2221 for an
appointment. The lab u, located
in 303 Moseley Hall.

Meijer brings variety to community
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
Construction continues on the
new Meijer store, to be located
on the east side of Bowling
Green, just on the other side of
Interstate 75.
According to John Zimmerman, who works in the Consumer Affairs Office at Meijer's
national headquarters in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, construction
of the new building began last
spring.
He said the building should
be completed this spring but the
search for employees will probably begin within the next month.
"It will be an excellent opportunity for college students,"
Zimmerman said. The new store
will employ around 650 people.
Zimmerman
said
Meijer
decided to build in Bowling

Green because the town continually grows. He called it an
"excellent location" because it is
close to campus. The store will
cost around $12 million to construct when all is done.
John Ellis, an employee of
Toledo's Meijer, said that the outside of the Bowling Green store
is already complete. Now the
inside is being constructed.
He said the new store will
have a number of special features geared toward students.
The store's opening is not
without controversy. The city of
Bowling Green initially blocked
attempts to build a store at the
current location. The city was
overruled, however, by the
Wood County Court.
Some students are pleased
that the store will be coming to
town.
• See MEIJER, page four.

BG New» Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
The new Meijer will be located east of 1-75 on Wooster St. and is expected to open sometime
In May.
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I am writing in response lo a letter published in the Jan. 20 issue
of The News which was written by one Raymond Dawson concerning underage drinking. Mr.Dawson has a valid idea about the need
to shift focus from binge drinking to underage drinking on the
whole. After all, why address something so blatantly stupid when a
more general and widespread idiocy goes unnoticed?
It is hard for this student to find a decent point from which to
begin in criticizing Mr. Dawson's letter. So much of the content was
without empirical support. First of all, the phrase "perfectly good
students who are ... drinking underage" seems to be some sort of
paradox, or at least an oxymoron.
Perhaps more absurd is Mr. Dawson's condemnation of authority for upholding the law concerning underage drinking. Asking BG
to "look the other way... like most colleges do" is inviting more students to drink. It is almost as though Mr. Dawson has not drawn a
connection between BG's strong opposition to underage drinking
and the low onrcampus crime rate about which he boasted.
Few will refute the fact that drunkeness makes one more apt to
commit a crime. Universal, too, is the fact that the more one drinks,
the more one wants to drink. No matter how "responsibly" Mr.
Dawson may drink, it does not make up for the number of irresponsible drinkers (more than the 0.1% that he claims) who, without
the system's tough love, would have gotten themselves into trouble
or gotten themselves or someone else hurt.
What lakes the cake, however, is Mr. Dawson's comparison of
himself to civil rights legend Martin Luther King, Jr. Whereas King
protested in favor of African-Americans being treated as human
beings, Dawson is merely whining for the right to poison his body
and put himself and those around him in harm's way.
Finally, it should be noted that on page 4 of the same issue of The
News, there was a story about Adrian Allen, an underage Ferris
Stale University student who fell to her death last Thursday night
alter drinking, this student cannot help but wonder what Adriane's
opinion of underage drinking (and her own responsibility for handling it) would have been if someone would have asked her on thai
Thursday morning. It's loo bad that we cannot ask her now.
Gregory Gillen
Freshman
Telecommunications

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty.
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not discrimmlnate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing lo express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters arc not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only if the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. Tbe News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations In which tbe author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
bgnews«ebgnet.bgsu.cdu and give it the subject. "Letter to the Editor*.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright '© 1999. The BG News, Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
(hose of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.
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Keep the county out of my porn
Sometimes I wonder what
century I'm living in. Like, I
could have sworn that I was
born in 1977, which would make
this the twentieth century and
given my age, nearly the twentyfirst. Bui then I end up in a backwards town like Bowling Green
and I have to question that. I
mean, maybe it's the water thai
does this to people.
Our illustrious civil servants
have decided for all of us that we
are not fit to view pornography,
apparently. In a front page article
in The News last Friday, we ran
a story about how some of our
local video stores have now been
pressured to pull pornographic
videos because of obscenity laws
and regulations. And our police
chief, the enforcer of the law,
gave us the verbal equivalent of
shrugging his shoulders and saying que sera, sera.
Basically, the Wood County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry, has
decided for all of Bowling Green
what may or may not be
obscene. In this case, apparently
run of the mill pomos fit the bill.
Although he and his cronies
have admitted they won't patrol
our local video stores for porn,
they will enforce the law if and
when a complaint arises. That's
like saying one won't enforce
underage drinking unless someone complains.
What kind of bullsh't is this?
If I really have a hankering for
some hard core nudity, nothing
prevents me from taking the trip
up to Toledo and getting a few
videos. Or even better, I can turn
my industrious roommate loose
on the Internet and find every-

Brian Taylor

thing from "Wild, Hot, XXX
Asian Women!!'' to "Beautiful
Boys' Big Cocks!!" I could even
do like when I was younger and
slay up lale at night and check
out the softcore porn on Showtime and the other movie channels. Sure, it's kind of pathetic,
but so is banning porn in my
opinion.
Let me clarify my own stance
on porn before I go any further. I
like il. Ill admit that for sure.
When I was in grade school, I
found my dad's Playboy's and it
was all over from there. Hard
core, masculine heterosexuality
started pulsing through me right
from there and never quit. This
isn't lo say that I'm an avid viewer of it, though. I own one porno
and that's the one that my friend
got me for my 21st birthday.
I've seen nudity, mostly feminine, and I like it obviously. But I
don't feel the need lo pay for il
whether through video image or
picture image. Regardless, I prefer a society in which we recognize the beauty and intrigue of
both the nude figure and sexual
intercourse as opposed to one in
which we go back to Puritanical
regulation of our natural emotions and feelings.

My guess is that the official cover to the front counter to go
objection to the small offerings of the video.
porn in Bowling Green has to
1 don't see how this can creat'
deal with younger eyes coming trouble. I think it's pure lunac
across it. So I'll turn to that sense- that these stores have to pul
less idea and tear it apart now.
Iheir material simply because o
If we're talking five-year-old's (ear of prosecution. I realize tha
here, regulate the parents, okay? the porn business may not ever
The stores shouldn't be faulted have been the most profitable fo
because the kids are curious. them, but that's immaterial righ
And should anyone even be now. What does matter is the
faulted? We have daily stories simple fact that these stores havi
about our nation's leader getting to fear that by offering simplt
head from an intern splashed pornographic material, they ma\
across the TV and papers. What's be prosecuted and that thosi
more pornographic than that?
who have issued this edict car
Obviously, I exaggerate when offer no reasonable explanatior
I use the five year old as an as lo why it may be so.
What I'm asking for, now, ie
example, because there is that
nebulous range in which parents that explanation from whosevei
try hard to protect their kids idea this sprang from. M)
(from nudity??) and yet admit- assumption is that it'd be Mr
tedly can't. So say we talk about Mayberry, but perhaps it . .inn
from elsewhere.
a 15-year-old instead.
Regardless, by Mayberrv"'
Fifteen year-old Johnny can
grow facial hair and pass for 18 own words, "community stanid
so he procures the Pamela dards determine what
Anderson video (which is a let- "obscene." So obviously out
down for guys I must say) and community has already agreed!
holds a porn night for all of his upon his reasoning, right?
underage friends. They all parTherefore, I'd like to print a!
take in the nudity and sex, gel guest column here in the pape
big boners, go home and whack this week so that this one, dum
off and go to bed. Where's the college student can be prove
harm in that?
wrong by those who obviously
What bothers me about this know what's best for the 30,00'
case is that in the two cases that residents of this town. Let th
I'm aware of, the pornographic lown judge it before its put intoj
material was in areas of the store effect. Given that it's a rationa
which weren't easily accessed by idea, there shouldn't be any
youngsters. One of them had a problem in doing so, right?
comer area that was closed off
from the rest of the store and
Brian Taylor is a columnist fort
could be watched by personnel The News. He can be reached fo<
and the other had a very small PornFest 99 al taylob&bgnet.bgsu.l
section in which you'd have to edu.
take basically a sheath of the

Being considerate: It's a simple enough concepi
The other night I attended a
movie playing at an area mall.
During the previews, I was disturbed by endless chil-chat of
people who were silting down in
front. Now, I suppose you have
to expect these things when you
pay $2 to see a movie at a mall,
but it was really irritating. As
the movie resumed, the chatter
faded a little, but I could've done
without it completely.
And
though the rude people never
did completely shut up, my
focus on the movie kind of muffled it.
I was enjoying the movie all
the way up until the end. But the
last five or 10 minutes of the film
are a blank to me, and I'm sure
almost everyone else in the theater would agree. Could it have
been the screaming toddler
down in front? The minute the
child began whining many people in the crowd thought that
they may be able to shush
him/her, but beyond the sssssshhhhhhs, the whaling loudly continued.
I felt like yelling, "Shut that
kid up!" But I thought that whoever the mother was, would
politely and eventually escort

"It's just simple
consideration. Ever hear
of it?"
her bawling child out of the theater so that everyone else could
enjoy the movie.
However, that didn't happen.
The end of the movie could now
be considered a memory gap to
everyone who was in the theater
during this memorable event.
As I was exiting the mall, a
woman Was complaining that
she had missed the whole end of
the movie due to lack of supervision from the movie security
guards. "A baby was screaming
during the whole end of the film,
can't you give us a refund?" She

complained. 'There's nothing I
can do," said the manager on
duty. "Lack of supervision from
the security guards? More like
lack of supervision from the
mother," I thought.
As the woman had said, there
had been no theater supervision.
But I would pul more blame on
the mother of the screaming
baby, than the theater authority.
Because of that mother's lack
of consideration, everyone in the
theater had to suffer. Everything
would have been fine if this rude
mother had had the slightest
understanding of manners. I'm
sure she realized thai her child
was disturbing, the minute the
"sshhhhing" began, but I guess
she just didn't care. How could
she have been enjoying the
movie with the screaming kid
right next to her? And that is
finally my point.
Because of one person's lack
of consideration, politeness, and
common courtesy, about 200
people were ripped off. Not just
ripped off of their $2.00 each, but
ripped off of their enjoyment of
the evening. I'm sick of being
ripped off.
If this woman had any man-

ners whatsoever, she would I
have sacrificed her last 1- > minutes of the movie out of respect I
for the 200 other people in the
theater. It was Ralph Waldo
Emerson who said, "Good man-1
ners are made up of petty sacri-1
(ices." Just remember it pays off
to have a litlle consideration.
I'm sorry, but we roommates
who turn our alarm clocks on
low and only hit the snooze button once, deserve a little more
respect than those who hit the
snooze button six times on their
alarm, not noticing thai it is as
loud as a siren. Not that this
observation has anything to do
with the movie thing, it's just
another example of common
courtesy. Being considerate of
others could help not only others
around you, but it could help
you too. I guarantee that it will
allow you to gel along with
everyone.
It's just simple consideration.
Ever hear of it?
Frances Sawyer is a guest columnist for The News. She can be
"shhh"-ed
at fransaw@bgnet
.bgsu.edu
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www.happybirthday.com

straight out of
the box
by Casey O'Brien
In case you missed last
week's introductory edition,
this week's topic is "Why
Women Own Men." I can just
hear all the so-called "studs"
saying
to
themselves,
"Please!" It's true!

on yourself because you will
be doing everything in your
relationship. There is a C),
which is where you end up
with a beautiful relationship,
but this rarely happens, so I
will not even discuss it.
Usually then, this is screwed
up due to the shift of power
from men to women.

If women think that they
have always had control, think
again. Men used to be able to
beat women and it was semiSay you're at a club, men, normal. However, I think men
and you have your eye on one have to accept this shift
of the four girls that go out. Of because it will never change
course you are one of the back. Come on, men: women
studs, right? You start danc- are not as dumb as they look
ing with her even though she or seem. They know what
may be way out of your they are doing.
Look at
eague. You are totally into divorces these days: the
her and it seems she is in to women get everything. They
you - so you're pitching a tent. can also decide when you are
comes to the end of the getting some or when you
night and it is go time. Her should change your name to
number is asked for and she "Mr. Strokey." God knows my
actually gives it to you! Wow, left wrist hurts.
right? Wrong!
Ok, here are some scenarThis usually goes two ways. ios when you know your
A) she was just amusing you woman owns you: When the
with her drunk self, and she girl makes you wear her
will give you the hand on the clothes "just for fun." When
phone, or B) what I call the you have to go to church with
leash. Yes, men, the leash, her mother. When you have
and you might as well strap it to go to church with her grand-

Monday 1/25/99
5 p.m.
Deadline to apply for
graduation (graduate students)
Office of Registration and
Records.
10-11 a.m.
Education

events

International Travel Grant
Workshop
Call the Education Abroad
Office at 419/372-0309 tor
details. 1103 Offenhauer West.

marketing through professional
speakers, career skills and
social events with the marketing faculty. For more information, contact jessic@bgnet.
bgsu.edu. BA Building.

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
American
Marketing
Association membership
drive
Join AMA for only $50 a year!
Learn more about a career in

Tuesday 1/26/99

Abroad

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
ITS Sales Macintosh Open
House

on the street
What do you
think of the
Wood County
porn crackdown?

moth'.-. When you have to
french-kiss her grandmother,
even with her mustache.
When you have to ask her to
go out with the guys, and she
tells you what time you should
be home. Instead of watching
the football game, you have to
watch a taped episode of "As
the World Turns." When you
have to wear the "Backstreet
Boys" boxers she bought you.
When she makes you wear
lipstick "just for fun." When
you have to kiss her feet
because her fungus is killing
her. When she makes you
pick up her girly stuff at WalMart.

Valentine
Ononye
Sophomore
Computer Sci.
"It's good for
the morality
of the
community "

Jessica Reiniger
Senior
Sociology
"It violates that
people have the
right to view
what they want."

Kevin Dorman
Sophomore
Theater
"What else would
guys do on the
weekends?"

Those are just a few of the
thousands. Hey, I am not saying that some men do not own
women, but those times are
quickly coming to a close. So
just take the beating like a
red-headed step-child, men,
because women can make
you cry. Remember that.

Marc Kudley
Freshman
Undecided
"That's okay,
because I
already have a
complete library
at home."

Andrew Brunner
Freshman
Art
"If those perverts
don't get their
porn, they start
raping people
like me."

Send all comments and suggestions to Casey: cobrien@bgnet
bgsu.edu

Apple representatives will be
on campus to show off the new
G3's and iMacs. 100 Hayes Hall.

^U

most outspoken critics. Open to
all. For more information, call
419/372-8472. Pallister Conference Room, Je'ome Library.

Room, 3rd floor Union.

6 - 7 p.m.
Walk with Us! For Women
40 and Over
10-11:30 a.m.
Explore Bowling Green's walkAffirmative Action: Reality 5:30 - 7 p.m.
MORT
Meeting ing spots with other women
and Reaction
This program will raise this fun- (Multicultural Organiza- and receive tips on healthy
eating and goal setting. Fee
damental question, and many tions Round Table)
others, by viewing an investiga- Sponsored by Multicultural $25. Class meets though March
tive Dateline segment featuring Activities. For more contact Lisa 4. Call Continuing Education.
some of Affirmative Action's Herod at 419/372-2343. Taft 419/372 8181.
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WEATHER

CROSSWORD

TODAY

TUESDAY

Mostly cloudy.

Mostly Cloudy

HIGH: 37

PEOPLE

HIGH: 38

LOW: 27

Today ... mostly „ioudy

salubrious

with a few morning flurries.
High 35 to 40. West wind
10 to 15 mph becoming
northwest.
Tonight ... partly cloudy.

LOW: 25

hah-LOO-bree-us/ (adjective): favorable to
or promoting health or well-being.
Example: Zhimin wished his colleagues a salubrious Hawaiian vacation.
Salubrious comes from the Latin "salubris", akin to "salvus": safe, healthy.

Low in the upper 20s.

Hey, where'd my pants go?

Tomorrow ... partly sunny.

I just had them here. How did

High near 40.

I do this again?

Double darn. It's getting
haiku by David P. Cjroy

cold again.

ACROSS
1 Bumps on a hog?
6 Holdup
9 Capital ot
Bangladesh
14 hfce good-bye?
15 Ms. Gardner
16 Blood of the gods
17 Convents
19 Panic
20 Looploopers
21 Professorial
23 Vegetable sphere
24 Mute-speaker
system
26 Gifts bestowed
28 Snaking curves
31 Jack of
talk-shows
32 Vidal novel,"_
Breckinridge"
35 Faucets
37 Rub it in
40 Marsh growth
41 Endure
43 Andes people
44 Assassinated
Egyptian
46 Lead player
47 Salacious stare
48 Mayberry kid
50 Outpouring
52 Dissolvers
55 Sibilant sound of
swift movement

30 Squabbles
32 Wife's address:
abbr.
33 Indeed
34 Fragrance
36 Lose one's cool
38 Sleeve card
39 Waterfront dive
denizen
42 Chest
compartment
45 Colors, '60s style

59 Mine output
60 Wardrobe
assistant
63 Act/ess Hagen
64 Bedevil
66 Caused to draw
near
68 Recess
69 English meal
70 Chick of Jazz
71 Appears
72 Secret agent
73 Film cntic Roger

49 MlSdO

DOWN
Diminishes
Eighteen-year old
Washer cycle
X on a sundial
Nappy leathers
Downpour
Hot chamber
Aromatic herb
Washcloth
NCAA grouping
Frat-party
supervisor
12 Apple centers
13 Vicinities
18 Perches
22 Gullible person
25 Alter again
27 Italian
astronomer
29Giub
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

51 Ancient Bakan
region
52 Painful cries
53 US Open winner
Els
54 Does ushering
56 Highly
unconventional
57 Guide
58 Attacked
61 Part of a
procedure
62 Stick around
65 Resistance unit
67 Com holder

C1999 Tr*une Media Services. Inc.
Alt rights reserved

■For the answers, look on
the web: www.bgnews.com

PAGE THREE of the BG NEWS Is intended as a source of
non-vital information as a well as a reprieve from stressful
and/or boring daily minutae. The material herein has been
composed meticulously using various means to provide
today's most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting. Complaints, comments,
ideas, materials, monetary gifts, submissions, and other
sorts of contributions gladly accepted; please deposit in 210
WEST HALL in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. We'll probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy will get to see
it in print. Such reward
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Continued from page one.
stores large collection.
The most exciting feature
Alternatives has to offer are
larot, runes and astrologer readings. To find out about your
future you have to make an
appointment and the cost per
reading varies on type and reader.
Alternatives is not just about
selling products. They have
workshops, classes and speakers
on everything from a spellcraft
to candles. They also offer a tarot
reading class once a semester for
• anyone interested in learning
more about tarot.
Coming in March there will be
a workshop on spellcraft.
Senior visual communications
technology major Kelly Porter is
an employee at Alternatives. She

said there are great opportunities
the store offers.
"It is a really great resource
for pagans," she said. "It is also a
great place for everyone at the
University and in the community to go and find out what
paganism is all about."
Many customers to Alternatives are pagans. Paganism is an
unfamiliar term to many students at Bowling Green.
"Alternatives is a great store
for pagans," said senior biology
major Chris Packard. "They have
books, herbs and other things
that are hard to lind anywhere
else in Bowling Green. Their new
organic grocery is great because
organic food is very hard to find
in our area."
Packard is a current council
member for the Pagan Student
Union (PSU).

This is a fairly new organization on campus. They were
founded in 1997 by several University students.
This organization is devoted
to strengthening the student
pagan community by educating
about paganism and the Earth.
PSU also encourages spiritual
growth of their members.
Junior psychology major Jennifer Bak is a member of PSU.
She encourages any students
who are interested to come to the
meetings.
Many members want students to attend meetings to
avoid the common stereotype of
pagans.
"Pagans are often portrayed
as being evil and worshiping
satan," Bak said.
According to the PSU of
BGSU, a pagan is a practitioner

Bentwood
Subdivision

DON'T MISS OUT
Now leasing for FULL 99

(across from Mercer Manor)

• 2 CAR GARAGE
•2 BATHROOMS
BEDROOMS
• 1400 SQUARE FT
•4
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15!

Ov.

iiimiii

dents We .ire p.irt of a pagan
community. Our organization
brings everyone together."
Packard said that Alternatives
and the Pagan Student Union
communicate often with each
other on workshops, speakers !
and other opportunities for
pagans to get together and learn.
Members of the Pagan Student
Union get a 10 percent discount
at Alternatives.
Owner Chris Roberts stressed
that Alternatives is not just a
store for pagans. It is a great
store for everyone to enjoy
PSU encourages anyone to
attend their meetings every Thurs
day night at 8:30 p.m. in 210 University Hall.

Continued from page one.
Sarah Brandeberry, a junior
elementary education major,
said, "You can do all your shopping at once at Meijer."
She also said that the new
store will be especially convenient for students because it will
be a shorter walk, than the other
convenience stores like Wal-Mart
and K-Mart.
Brandeberry lives in Darrow,
as does Valerie Bowling, a
sophomore secondary education
major who also said she expects
to shop at the new store.
"I like it because it has every-

thing," Bowling said.
On the other hand, Tariq
Fleming,

a

sophomore

ondary education major, said
that the store will be a very long
walk from her dorm room in
Offenhauer Towers.
Julie Schimmoeller, a senior
management information systems (MIS) major who lives off
campus, said she will probably
not shop at the new store either.
She prefers Krogers and WalMart.

1

Open Sat 10-2
Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

l

530 Maple St.

419-352-9378

will be held January 26 and 27
and February 2 and 3 from 7
pm to 9 pm
at the Pi Beta Phi house.
MEET THE FRATERNITY THAT
STANDS FOR EXCELLENCE

Don't miss the boat!

SENIOR PORTRAITS
UST CHANCE THIS YEAR

Call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting.

Or register on-line at www.carlworlstudios.com
Username: Bowling Green Password: 9075
Potraits Taken From 10am-6pm Daily in 28 West Hall
f

sec-

DELTA TAU DELTA
RECRUITMENT

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

GREENBRIAR
Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1224 E. Wooster
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
.Bowling Green. OH 43402

of an earth religion and opposes
the idea that the world is a
resource to be subdued and
exploited. Paganism is any spirituality or religion which encourages a re-linking with the lile
force of nature.
"There is a lot of myths of
pagans and paganism,' said
Bak. "We are not evil people. We
love when new people who are
curious come to our meetings.
We are always working on getting new members."
Their meetings consists of
speakers and discussions dealing with pagan issues and rituals.
"We promote education about
paganism and a further understanding of the earth, ourselves,
spirituality, and
diversity,"
Packard said. "We do not just
deal with BGSU college stu-

MEIJER
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Tod McCloskeyi
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Falcons pull wings off RedHawks, 94-84
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
OXFORD, Ohio — The Bowling Green women's basketball
team came out of the blocks
quickly in cavernous Milled Hall
and withstood several Miami
runs to earn its second straight
victory, 94-84, Saturday.
The win pulled Ihe Falcons (44 Mid-American Conference, 810 overall) even with Miami (4-4,
8-10) mid-way through the conference schedule.
"It feels good," BG center
Jacki Raterman said of the win.
"We're on a winning streak and
we've got two more games coming up and they are both at
home. If we win these next two
games that puts us way up there
— 6-4 and 10-10 — which looks
pretty good."
BG led 87-82 with just over
three minutes to play when
Miami's AuBree Hamilton stole
the ball from BG forward )ill
DeFosse and hit Jennifer Martin
for what appeared lo be a break-

away layup.
Falcon guard Jen Gafford
caught Martin from behind and
prevented the layup by committing a foul. Martin missed both
free throws.
"That was. a great hustle play
by Jen,"
BC coach Dee
Knoblauch said. "That was a
sprint. She made up a lot of
ground in a little bit of time. That
was a big play."
DeFosse was fouled while
making a layup on the next BG
possession and she converted the
free throw to push the lead to
eight at the 2:37 mark.
Martin answered with a
jumper just seven seconds later,
but Miami would not score
again.
Franny Miller blocked consecutive Miami shot attempts with
1:45 to play and four Falcon free
throws would provide the final
margin.
"Franny is one of our best
defensive players, if not the best
defensive player on our team,"

Knoblauch said. "That doesn't
surprise me at all that she could
do that."
Miller was effective at both
ends of the floor, hitting three 3pointers on her way to 23 points.
She added nine rebounds, four
assists, a pair of blocks and
steals, and didn't turn the ball
over in 33 minutes.
Raterman led BG with 28
points, but she got plenty of help
from the other Falcon starters.
Sherry Kahle hit two 3-pointers in the first two minutes of the
game to help put Miami in a 10-0
hole. Kahle played only 24 minutes but scored 15 points, handed out four assists and grabbed a
game-high 11 rebounds.
DeFosse and Gafford combined for 17 points and five
assists. It was Gafford's first start
in several games.
"I think she deserved the
start," Knoblauch said. "She has
been playing so well and she
played really well against Ohio
on Wednesday."

Gafford and Jaymee Wappes
had been alternating at starting

27-5 from the line. The Falcons

Knoblauch said. "But today we

missed only three attempts.

did gel those calls and we'll take

point guard early in the season.

"We're not calling any fouls

it."

Miller and Raterman were

(in practice) because I've been

BG led 52-47 at the half

both 8-of-8 from the free-throw

telling them we aren't going to

despite allowing Miami to shoot

line, helping BG outscore Miami

get those calls on the road,"

56 percent from the field.

Scoring average increases for women
By MARK WIESE
The BC News
OXFORD, Ohio — Scoring a lot of points usually results in a victory. At least this is the case for
the Bowling Green's women's basketball team.
In the last two games the Falcons have put 90
points or more up on the board. Both of these
games resulted in wins for the Falcons.
BG beat Ohio 97-89 earlier this week and had
a 10 point victory in Oxford against Miami Saturday. The Falcons came points away from the century mark again with a 94-84 win against the Red
Hawks.
During the three-game losing streak the Falconstiad a 56.9 point scoring average, while their

opponents had an 82.3 scoring average. The last
two games have been very different with BG having a 95.5 point scoring average. With this high
average, BG has been able to notch two key conference victories.
Leading this offensive attack for the Falcons
has been senior and team tri-captain, Jacki Raterman. She had big games in both victories over
Ohio and Miami. In the game with Ohio, she
scored a game-high 24 points and had 12
rebounds to help the Falcons in the win. In the
Miami game Saturday, she scored 28 points over
a bigger Miami player.
"Jacki Raterman had a big game," BG's coach
• See WOMEN, page eight

Ohio roughs up BG in big game
By PETE STELLA
The BC News
For about the last two minutes
of the game, all the Bowling
Green fans seemed to hold their
breath and yell for their team at
the same time.
It was because the Falcons
were trailing Ohio by seven
points and quickly closing the
gapFor a game in which the Falcons trailed for most of the contest, no one knew how it would
end.
Although BG made a late run,
Ohio maintained its lead and
eventually won the game 75-68
Saturday at Anderson Arena.
This marked the first win for
Ohio at Anderson Arena since
the 1992-1993 season.

With the crucial loss in the
Mid-American Conference, the
: Falcons fell to 11-6 overall and 63 in the MAC. Ohio increased its
record to 13-5 overall and 8-2 in
the MAC.
"I thought the game was
decided because Ohio was very
mentally and physically tough,"
BG coach Dan Dakich said.
"They did a very good job of
maintaining their poise and
keeping with their offensive
game plan throughout the whole
game."
Despite BG's effort in the final
minutes of the game, Ohio just
seemed to keep the lead in its
favor.
BG Guard Keith McLeod's
three pointer with 1:37 remaining and his two free throws with
25 seconds left, cut the Ohio lead

to
three
points.
The only
thing left for
the Falcons
to do was to
foul
the
Ohio players
right
away and
hnnp In parn

\£%M
^^™T^ sfl
Dan Dakich

a break on
the free throws. In the next 23
seconds, four different Ohio
players would be fouled and
they combined to make 6 of 8
free throws.
"For most of the game, the refs
weren't calling the 'ticky-tack'
fouls on us," Ohio forward
Shaun Stonerook said. "We are
normally terrible from Ihe freethrow line but we like to get

there a lot by driving to the baSr
ket and taking chances."
Both teams received huge
games from their big play-makers. For BG, forward Anthony
Stacey led the way again with 2J
points and seven rebounds'.
Guard Keith McLeod followed
up with 19 points and center Len
Matela had a double-double consisting of 11 points and 16
rebounds.
"They played more athletically then we did," Dakich said. "As
far as loose balls and getting
rebounds, they beat us and were
relentless on the boards. Offensively they were very patient and
over-all a very physical team."
For Ohio, guard Sanjay Adell
led the Bobcats with 24 points
• See LOSS, page eight

Free throw, fouls key to Bobcat road win
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BC News

BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER

BG freshman Keith McLeod (left) launches a 3-pointer as Bobcat Dlante Flenorl (right) goes for the block. Falcon senior Javier
Crespo (middle) heads inside for a possible rebound. Ohio beat
BG 75-68 Saturday in Anderson Arena.

The only thing separating the Bowling
Green men's basketball team from Ohio was
15 feet.
Not a 15-foot jumper or a loose ball 15 feet
away, but a basic in basketball terms — the
length from the basket to the foul line.
Ohio won the game drawing fouls and
shooting free throws.
The Bobcats attempted 48 free throw
attempts, an average of 1.2 per minute.
"Forty-eight's a lot," BG coach Dan
Dakich said.
And though Ohio made only 66.7 percent
of its foul shots, that still came out to 32
points.
Dakich said many of the Bobcat free shots
came from fouls on loose balls and rebounds.
By comparison, the Falcons, who have
averaged 22.3 attempts in their last three

games, went to the line 25 times. BG hit 18 of
those buckets for 72 percent.
Ohio used a combination of point guard
LaDrell Whitehead and center Shaun
Stonerook to get the whistle blowing. Whitehead made 8-of-ll free throw attempts,
while Stonerook hit 10-of-17 from the line.
"We like to get there a lot, but some games
we'll be 75, 80 percent other games will be
around 50 ," Stonerook said. ". Sooner or
later its going to jump up and bite us,
because you've got to make free throws if
you want to win the big game."
The fouling reached critical mass with 1:35
remaining. By that time BG had climbed back
from a 12-noint deficit to pull within 68-64.
The Falcons already had 10 fouls, where
any BG foul would put Ohio on the line for
automatic two shots.
After a timeout, BG's Len Matela fouled
Stonerook, who sunk one of two charity

shots to put the Bobcats up six. Ohio made 7of-10 foul shots with under a minute left.
Dustin Ford hit the biggest foul shots of
the game with 14 seconds left, putting Ohio
up four.
Early in a second half, BG began to get
into foul trouble, putting key players on the
bench. As a team, the Falcons committed 30
personal fouls, 17 of which were in the second half.
Starters Kirk Cowan, Anthony Stacey and
Dave Esterkamp all finished with four personal fouls. Esterkamp reached his fourth at
the 16-minute mark, Cowan at 14:28 and
Stacey at 6:29.
Freshman Keith McLeod fouled out with
five seconds left.
It isn't the first time this year Ohio used
foul shots to beat the Falcons. At the Convo
Dec. 2, the Bobcats went to the free throw
line 52 times.

O'NEILL
Toledo.
O'Neill has loads of respect
for the school that helped make
him one of the top linebackers in
the country.
"I have no regrets about my
days at BG," he said. "It's a great
place and it treated me well
when I was there. The coaching
staff there is phenomenal. They
gave me the chance to walk on
and I'll never forget that. I have a
lot of good friends in BG. It
molded me into the man I am
today."
Taking the hard road
Much like his rise to the top
for BG, O'Neill took the hard
way to the Lions.
With the Lions, O'Neill

received a call after he had been
passed over in the NFL draft.
The Lions invited him to training
camp.
"Mo (linebackers coach, and
former Michigan head coach
Gary Moeller) liked him," Priefer
said. "He was the only rookie
free agent linebacker we signed."
Although he had little chance
of making the team, he saw it as
the opportunity of a lifetime.
"I've been a Lions fan since I
was a little kid, and now I'm on
the same team as Barry Sanders
and Herman Moore and guys I
idolized when I was younger,"
he said. "I just see this as an
opportunity to come in and play
football. I knew it would take
hard work to make the team. I

just came out and did my best."
Just making the team is as
much as an accomplishment as
O'Neill has made this year. The
odds were stacked against him
after a bad start at training camp.
"He started off slow," Priefer
said. "But then he started to
make plays. We cut some veterans who were not as good just to
make room for him. He's a good,
hard-nosed player. He has good
awareness and is very coachable."
O'Neill got his chance to make
the team after second year linebacker Matt Russell was injured
for the season on the opening
kickoff of the first preseason
game.
He made the best of it.

Life with the Lions
O'Neill considers himself a
lucky man even if it is not for his
success in the NFL. He's just
happy that he does not have to
tackle Barry Sanders.
"The guy is a freak," O'Neill
said. "You see him on TV and it's
impressive. But to be on the sidelines and watch the things he
does is amazing. Every night you
just go home and thank God and
pray to him that you never get
traded because you don't want
I,, be that guy en the ESPN highlights for anThe wrong reasons."
The adjus|»ent from college
lei the NFJI has been fairly
smooth for. O'Neill. A month
prior to training camp, the Lions

brought him in to get to know his
teammates.
"It was a good experience," he
said. "It gave me a chance to realize that they're all just regular
guys. Guys like Herman and
Barry are all just family oriented
guys. After that, I wasn't really
awestruck anymore."
Before Boyd's injury late in
the season, O'Neill's playing
time was determined by the
health of 13 year linebacker
George Jamison.
"If George wasn't healthy,
Kevin would take his place,"
Priefer said. "He's got the toughness to be an everydown player
in this league. When Stephen
went down, he filled in at the
second string nicely."

The differences that O'Neill
sees between the NFL and college are numerous. One thing
that differs is that the days are
longer.
"1 get up at 6:30 a.m. and am
lucky if I get home by 6 p.m.," he
said.
Also, the competition is "three
times as fast."
"The athletes are phenomenal
here," he said. "In college there
were always a few guys that you
could key on as weak links. Here,
everyone is a great athlete. The
speed and strength of everyone
is'pretty much equal."
That's the point that O'Neill is
at today. With his rookie year
under his belt, he is one of those
• See O'NEILL, page eight
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Eye on Pope celebrates Mass in Mexico
news

ompiled bom staff and wire report*

■ REPRODUCTION ■■MMLH^HHHHHI
Divorced couple fighting over embryos
(AP) — A legal fight over the custody of five frozen embryos pits
a woman who wants more children against an ex-husband who
doesn't understand why she'd want him to become a father again.
For now, the embryos are at the Ann Arbor Reproductive Medicine Associates, a Michigan fertility clinic, while the case is resolved
in court. A hearing is predicted for the spring.
Sara Bonn, 40, of Lakeland, Mich., wants to have a baby using the
embryos fertilized with her ex-husband's sperm before their divorce.
She filed a lawsuit in 1997 to get custody.
Bohn refers to the embryos as her children and has given them
saints' names. She believes they have a right to be born and that
destroying them would be murder, said her attorney.
"The fact of life is very real for her," attorney Rebecca WasserKiessling said. "The fact is that those are children. You put them in a
healthy womb and those children will develop into infants, toddlers,
adults some day."
Michael Mobley, 37, of Bowling Green, her former husband,
believes the frozen embryos are cells, not human beings.
He can't understand why Bohn would want to have more children by him. Their six-year marriage fell apart during her first pregnancy, which was made possible through in vitro fertilization.

■ ELECTORATE ■MMHBIMHHMM
Jackson begins voting campaign
MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) — Vowing to register 2 million new voters,
Jesse Jackson began a southern registration drive Saturday at the site
of Martin Luther King Jr.'s death, reminding King's followers he was
a man of action.
"He was not killed for dreaming. He was killed fighting for public policy and we must honor that tradition," Jackson said.
Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH Coalition expects to register 2 million
new voters by April 4, the 31st anniversary of King's assassination in
Memphis in 1968.
The drive gets underway in earnest Sunday and Monday in Mississippi. Jackson said he will swing through all southern states, from
Virginia to Texas, and will encourage voters to elect candidates who
support equal opportunity and economic justice.
"Increased voter participation affects the quality of leadership,"
.Jackson said. "So we go back south where the same whites and
blacks who can play ball together, who go to the military together
can now define mere economic interests together."

Over 1 million hear John Paul
II rally Catholics to confront
Protestant evangelism
The Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — A million
faithful packed a dusty Mexico
City racetrack Sunday to hear a
call to arms from Pope John Paul
II — a summons to take to the
streets and confront the challenge of Protestant evangelism.
The papal Mass was a powerful display of the aging pontiff's
spell over this predominantly
Roman Catholic nation. "Mexico, always faithful!" chanted the
crowd, intent on showing the
pope that their affection hasn't
diminished since his first trip
here in 1979.
Organizers estimated the
crowd at 1 million, and thousands more listened from outside the packed racetrack
grounds. Parishioners perched
on sagging tree branches, stood
on friends' shoulders or clambered onto loudspeaker stands
to view the spectacle.
Thousands of makeshift cardboard periscopes poked above
the crowd so that those toward
the back of the track, nea.ly a
mile from the altar, could catch a
glimpse of the pope.
John Paul urged his audience
to ignore the seductions of what
he called "fallacious and novel
ideologies" and to spread the
word of the church — a central
theme of his visit, in which he
has called upon his followers to
aggressively combat significant
inroads made by Protestantism.
"Don't fail to respond to the

Master who calls. Follow him to
become, like the apostles, fishers
of men," the pontiff declared.
"Make Christ's word reach those
who still do not know him. Have
the courage to bear witness to
the gospel on the streets and in
the town squares, in the valleys
and mountains of this nation!"
Few in the crowd complained
about the cold, the overflowing
portable toilets or the mounds of
trash.
"It's worth it. To see the pope,
anything is worth the sacrifice,"
said Miguel Duran, a 19-year-old
student who peered into a
periscope fashioned from a box
of crackers and a mirror.
Later Sunday, the pope consoled patients at the Adolfo
Lopez Mateos Hospital, a large
public institution for state
employees in southern Mexico
City.
Mothers held their ailing children over a velvet rope in the
lobby, and the pope embraced
many of them and blessed others
before going to the fourth floor
to meet privately with patients
with AIDS, cancer and other terminal illnesses.

The Associated Press

Catholics take communion through the links of a fence at a
"You are never alone in the mass celebrated by Pope John Paul II in Mexico City, Sunday.

face of the mystery of pain. You
are with Christ, who gives meaning to everything in life, to the
moments of happiness and
peace, as well as the moments of
affliction and pain," the pope
said in a message read for him by
a cardinal.

Guadalupe. An image of the virgin hung above the altar.

The Mass at the racetrack was
the biggest event in the pope's
five-day trip to Mexico, which
has a special relationship with
the pontiff rooted in a shared
veneration for the country's
patron saint, the Virgin of

Hundreds of people arrived
days before the Mass, and hundreds of thousands shivered in
temperatures that plunged to 23
degrees overnight.

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

w/Student ID

• Oil Change $19.99*
'most vehicles

(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes

Voted America's Best
Company for Part-Time Jobs

13040 Bishop Rd.
Bowling Green. OH

353-2526

Free Towing if we
do the job!

-Your Money Magazine, Oct./Nov. 1998

B&B
iiihop
Id

CfaWHD
BGSU

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
lOUSL HOIIJINC
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Coach Powell

►
►'

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's
only live television news sourcel

distribution.

►

Quesuons/Story Ideas 373 2997

We Offer:

hiring!

Full time benefits for

pay of $8.50/$9.50

part time work!

per hour, and can earn
up to $12.45/$13.45

Advancement

per hour with

Holidays and

Accepting applications,

progression!

weekends off!

resumes for technicians

opportunities!

If you're interested in staying in shape,
join us and work out while you work.

(419)891-6820

LI

B.P. Procare is

Excellent entry level

United Parcel Service

Don't Miss
this Think Tank!

r I

We are currently looking for permanent

part-time employees who are interested in working from A
to 5 hours per day.

The 40 oz.
Scandal

1/28/99

on cable channel 24

United Parcel Service is a Global, Fortune 500 company
that is considered in the industry the leader in package

Message In A Bottle:

Thursday© 8:00 p.m.
In the Amani Room

5 30, 10:30. and 7:30am

►
►

(across from Taco Bell)

Board of Black Cultural Activities
Presents

Weekdays at

►

*Mu«t be able to perform the "Essential Job Function"
UPS ia an Equal Opportunity Employer

We employ ASE
certified technicians.

management positions.
B.P. Procare is an equal
opportunity employer.
Parr-time jobs available.
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G ties Bulldogs
jjy WILLIAM R. SANDERSON
The BG News
For all but a lifleen minute
Iretch of the second period,
owling Green was the better
tarn Saturday. That second periId was what cost the Falcons a

I'in.
The Falcons had to rally to
lick up a single point in a 4-4 tie
ith the Ferris State Bulldogs.
Bowling Green's record goes
> 11-11-3 overall and 7-9-3 in the
tentral Collegiate Hockey AssoJialion. Ferris is 10-7-3 in league

flay.
"A few guys made mistakes,"
IG forward Zach Ham said.
|That happens every game, but
Ferris State) capitalized on our
listakes and that's what hap-

Sophomore rightwing Dennis
Williams scored the game-tying
goal for BG minutes after the
Bulldogs had taken the lead.
After the Falcons jumped out
to a two goal lead, the Bulldogs
came back with three goals in the
second period. Falcon leftwing
Ryan Murphy tied the game late
in the second period and the
teams exchanged goals in the
third period.
"You can almost go into a lull
when you've got a two-nothing
lead," Powers said. "I didn't
think that we played that well in
the first period. It was just poor
team (defense)."
Both of Bowling Green's first
period goals came via the power
play.
BG rightwing Chris Bonvie
opened the scoring at 4:52 of the

first period. With the Bulldog
defenders drawn into the corner,
Bonvie and Adam Edinger were
left all alone with Bulldog goalie
Vince Owen. Bonvie had an
empty net after Owen made the
save on Edinger's initial shot.
Late in the period, BG rightwing Dan Price banked the puck
off Owen's back from just to the
left of the goal. That gave BG its
2-0 lead going into the second
period.
Ferris started their tear three
minutes into the second period
with a goal from freshman Rob
Collins. As Collins snuck past
the BG defense, Geoff Bennetts
flipped the puck to him from the
right-side boards. Collins beat
Falcon netminder Mike Savard
BG News Photo/ MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE

• See ICERS, page eight

By AmyJo L. Brown
The BG News
It's the oldest, most secretive
organization on campus. Members must destroy their letter of
acceptance. They are initiated in
the cemetary at midnight. Afterwards, they are taken to a secret
hide-out where they are told the
meaning of the organization's
name....SIC SIC.
"My dad was initiated and
he always told us that the meaning of the name SIC SIC is
unique to its members," said
Jamie Carr, a senior communications disorder major and former member of SIC SIC.
"He would never tell us what
it was."
Though the meaning of the
name is only known by the
members of the group, their
purpose to promote spirit
throughout the campus is
broadcasted through the signs
and the appearances that they
make.
"Spirit is defined a lot of
ways," said Gregory De Crane,
dean of students, "It can be any
uplifting type of message."
SIC SIC sends their messages
out on signs posted around
campus.
"If a student looks at a sign

• See SICSIC, page nine

By DAN NIED
The BG News
After the first period of Saturday's game against Ferris State,
the Falcon hockey team seemed
to rest on its laurels. But there
was one bright spot.
It came in the form of center
Ryan Wetterberg and line mates
Dennis Williams and Scott Hewson.
Taking advantage of rare third

Heather Cooper
Aileen Glowacki
Cathy Strange
Kym Stork

BG coach Buddy Powers said. "If
you need to get something going
you put them out there. They
make some things happen."
This weekend marked a big
change in the playing time of the
fourth line. In the first three
months of the season the fourth
line saw regular shifts in the lirst
and second periods. However,
their presence was scarce when
crunch time came around.
• Sec SPARK, page nine

AND WE'VE GOT ONE FOR YOU!
CHECK OUT THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG!
Aehdon Apartments
Mid Am Manor
-836 Soott Hamilton
-641 Third Bt.
-8BO Soott Hamilton
-702 Third 8*.
8ohme4tz Rental Properties
-839 Fourth 8t.
-702 E. Wooeter
Chariestown Apartments
-620 Third 8f.
-710 Uoort Hamilton
-122 Frazee Ave.
-730 Scott Hamilton

Senior Jamie Carr gathers
with friends after her
unmasking.

Call or stop by our office today!

BG News Photos/ JoAnna
Papageorgiou

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. Suite A BG » 352-438Q |

THE
TANNING
CENTER

FROM $159 PER WEEK*

Congratulations to the first
place Phi Mu Track Team:

period ice time, the Falcon's
fourth line scored the gametying goal against the Bulldogs.
The checking line served as
the spark for Bowling Green
with their usual grinding play.
All night it seemed that they
were the only Falcons skating
with intensity. Hit after hit on
line after line, Williams, Wetterberg and Hewson proved their
worth in the third period.
"They are a sparkplug line,"

-^ IT9 TIME TO THINK ABOUT
FINDING A GREAT APARTMENT
FOR NEXT YEAR...

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT

"HOME OF THE WORLD 5 LONGEST KEC PARTY"
FREE DRAFT BEER AIL WEEK LONC-CALL FOR INFO!
1-800-488-8828

unie blood from his mouth during Saturday's 4-4 tie with FSU.

Senior Joe Dose takes off his
SIC SIC mask Saturday.

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
ANAMA CITY BEACH
— .sandpipabcacon.com ("rates per person)

cenfer Adam Edjnger wipes a

Fourth line sparks scoring

2 Sicsics revealed
and gets a chuckle or thinks
about it for a moment," SIC SIC
has accomplished their goal,
said De Crane.
A lot of the ideas for the signs
come from campus events or
requests made to SIC SIC, said
Jamie Carr, a former SIC SIC
member who was recently
unmasked at Saturday's basketball game.
"Sometimes they are inside
jokes that some of our friends
might or might not get," said
Carr.
Does SIC SIC ever get in trouble for some of the signs they
post?
"Of course," De Crane said,
chuckling. "There is no censure
before the signs go up, however
they do get in trouble afterwards. We're very mindful not
to offend anyone, but we do not
stifle their (SIC SIC) creativity,"
De Crane said.
Creativity is what the group
is all about.
SIC SIC can be seen at many
campus events wandering
around in their Halloween
masks and overalls.
"It's like being a different
person," said Joe Dose, another
senior member of the group
who was also unmasked on Saturday. "You can be someone

BQ

1 FREE Visit with
package purchase
and this ad!

3 LOCATIONS
TIIK WASH HOUSE

SOITIISIDK LAUNDROMAT

THE HEAT

248 N. MAIN ST.

993 S. MAIN

904 E. WOOSTER

354-1559
353-8826
352-3588
10 BEDS/2 BOOTHS
5 BEDS/1 BOOTH
5 BEDS
"BG's LARGEST"
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
Serving BG since 1980

-200 Wings on Tuesdays
-Our Wings are Better
-Hours 11am-2:30am
Everyday
(Serve food until 1:30am)
1720 E. Wooster St.
THE FRICKIN' CHICKEN"
419-354-2000
* ***■■■ •***. | ««*•«•¥ *

Attention Athletes/Body Builders
DESIGNER PROTEIN $22.00
1000g CREATINE
$40.00
AMMIO 6
$40.00
*'e have guaranteed lowest prices on Met-Rx. EAS. Muscle Tech.
Energy bars, foods, and drinks, Workout Apparel & much more!
I EAS bats, bars, creatlne.l-shirts, to be given away. Many more discounts!
Perrysburg
Siet's Power Source
I Vitamin Outlets

M-F 11a.m.-6p.m.
SAT I0a.rn.-4p.rn.

| Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express)

1872-0099

E. So. Boundary
X Siet's
BGSU|
T-FRI 26-29th

DACOR Internet: $11.95 a month
BGNet Internet: $12.95 a month
It's your money ...
DACOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

519 W Wooster St, Bowling Green
352 3568 wwwdacornet

ruPTOWlfl
Monday Night Special!!
Score Big With

Newlove Rent
•Undergraduate Housing
■Graduate & Professional Housing
•No |'.ii-i-iit.il guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintence Service!
•Pets permitted in some renlals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 1998-1999
Housing Guide and we will go through the
brochure with you to find you the ideal home!
332 S. Main St. (our only office) 352-5620 f£*±
NEWI9VE Visit our website: www.newlovereably.com I _J

MONDAY

MITRn
Drink Specials
All Night Long

I Monday Nite Party I
—with

■

50 < Drinks,
■
Watch
25* Drafts
|
Nitro on a |
10 foot TV I & $1.50 Pitchers 1
50C Dog
25C Wings

LDisco 70's, 80s &
90's Dance Party

.
I
\
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North America wins shootout
Jffir Associated Press

I'llijtilrc] IIMIII MP M"ii.—

TAMPA
problem?

TENNIS
Men's Tennis wins,
Women Lose
The Bowling Green men's tennis team defeated Illinois-Chicago Saturday at Laurel Hill in
Toledo while Michigan State
defeated the women's team 6-3
Saturday in East Lansing.
For the men, Radu Bartan,
Vitek Wild, Matt Wiles, Mike
Kossoff, Brandon Gabel and
Sonny Huynh all recorded singles wins. The doubles teams of
Bartan and Wiles as well as
Gabel and Kossoff both won.
For the women, Meghan
Rhodes, Deidee Bissinger and
Abby Bratton recorded singles
victories.

HOCKEY
Price recieves honor
Bowling Green senior right
wing Dan Price was named the
CCHA Offensive Player of the
Week for his past week performance against Michigan and Ferris State.
Price combined for two goals
and three assists.

STANDINGS

OVER THE WIRE

—

What

scoring

Led by Wayne Gretzky, the
greatest all-star of them all, the
goals came fast and easy as the
North America team beat the
World team 8-6 Sunday in another typical '90s shootout.
All-Star games in the previous
nine games of the decade have
averaged 16.5 goals — a direct
contrast to the regular season
which has produced a steady
decline through the decade.

The Associated Rrpss
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —
Mateen Cleaves had 16 points
and 13 assists Sunday to lead No.
11 Michigan State to a 73-59 win
over 18th-ranked Indiana, which
started fast before a bad second
half.
Cleaves had a 3-pointer and
three-point play as Michigan
State pulled away in a second
half that saw the Hoosiers go
scoreless for more than eight
minutes.
Michigan State, which has

WOMEN

Continued from page six
guys that is the biggest,

Continued from page seven

see playing every fall Sunday.
There is a certain sense of
respect for the game that he
emits as he walks around the
Lions locker room. He is enjoying every minute of his life. He
loves the game that has allowed
him to be a hero.
He belongs in the NFL.

The neutral zone was shortened, the offensive zone was
lengthened, and there was more
space behind the goal line to
allow skill players to operate
with more freedom.The rules
didn't have much of an effect.

Spartans too much for Hoosiers

O'NEILL.
strongest, fastest men that we

At midseason, the average of
53 goals per game matched last
season's production, lowest in
more than 40 yeais. The NHL
was so concerned about the
declining goal production that it
instituted new rules this season
in hopes of sparking more scoring.

Deanne Knoblauch said. "She
has nice moves and did a real
nice job today."
Raterman's 28 points came
through hard work in the Miami
game. Miami's AuBree Hamilton
was the reason for the hard
work.
"She's (Hamilton) is a great
player," Raterman said. "I give
her a lot of respect."
I l.imilton was suffering from
a back injury and only played 18
minutes. Raterman took advantage of the time Hamilton was
•not on the floor scoring at will

won five straight overall and
leads the Big Ten, opened a 61-46
lead with a 14-1 run that ended
on a 3-pointer by Jason Klein
with 7:41 left.
The Spartans (16-4, 5-1 Big
Ten) led 47-45 before Indiana's
Kirk Haston scored on a layup
with 16 minutes to play. Michigan State then scored 11 consecutive points, capped by a Cleaves
3-pointer.

Mid American Conference men's basketball
Conference

HaUonal Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
T

Eul
Miami. Ohio
Ohio

13
13

Bowling Croon
Kent
Akron
Marshall

II
13
II
II
4

Buffalo

4
5
6

r.
c
7
IS

West
Tofcdo
Ball SI
Cent Michigan
W Michigan
E Michigan
N Illinois

3
3
•I
7
7
10

M
12
7
8
2
4

3
5
10
10
14
14

Iplua
Ni-w Jersey
I'm I.uu;li
\ V It.ingors
PIHUII

10
11
14

s
1
:

21
29

N Y Islanders
Northeast Division

Toronto
Ottawa
Buffalo

27
25

Ball SI 58. Konl 56
C Michigan 79. Buffalo 70
Miami. Ohio 63. Marshall 55

23
20
Burton
17
M"ill .il
Southeast Division
W

Detroit
St Louis

E. Michigan al W Michigan
Ohio al Kent
Toledo al C Michigan
Non-conference
Marshall n «' Virginia al Charleston. W.Va

Colorado
Edmonton

19
19
24
27

Wednesday's Games
Akron at Ball SI.

Bowling Gran al Miami. Ohio
Buflalo at N Illinois

Indiana (16-6, 3-4) didn't get
another field goal until 7:41
remained. A.J. Guyton topped
Indiana with 23 points.

Dallas
Phoenix
An.ilii'lin
S.in I.isr
Los Angelei

27

15
16

ICERS

Continued from page six

Continued from page six

and 10 rebounds. His supporting
cast included Stonerook with 16
points and 12 boards and
LaDrell Whilehead, who hit for
18 points.
"They were tougher than we
were the whole game," Stacey
said of Ohio. "They played way
more physical than we did and
that look us out of our offensive
game plan."

with a backhanded shot.
Al 9:07, Jim Dube was left
alone at the top of the crease.
Dube got two whacks at the
puck, driving the second high
over Savard's glove hand.
"1 didn't pick up my check,"
Price said. "That was plainly my
fault because I skated right by
the net and my guy put the puck
into the net. It was a tie game
and that is the difference."
Jason Basile beat Savard from
deep in the slot to give the Bulldogs a 3-2 lead at 14:32.
A minute later, BG responded
with Murphy's goal. Price curled

trip to Oxford to play Miami

victory Wednesday against the
Zips of Akron.

Thursday. Game time is 7:30
p.m.

9
II
19
18
25

24
17

LOSS

lead the Falcons to another MAC

>

57
56
53
47
42

7
II
4

47
45
36
26

jamuvtu 25, 26, 27, 28
8:00-8:45
9:00-9:45
5jue&\ 5Jhwu>

49
41
36
33

25
25

Vancouver
Calgary
Pacific Division

Thursday's Games

Sigma JCap^ya
Olpha dfU Omeaa
alpha Qatnma ®e£ta
alpha XiQleUa
3U Sieta 9M
&U Omega
ZDetta Qamma
JCap^xi 2Mta
MiMu
Qamma 9M 3kta
OlphaMi
alpha Omicwn 3U
" Women ffiuiiding fBettex Sxwoxitie&,
Sjwonitiei {Building ffiettex Women"
*

16
23
30

20
17

48
43
36
34

7
7
9
12

61
55
43
42
36

back along the right-side boards
and dropped a pass back toward
Murphy in the slot, where he
scored from.
At 9:45 in the third period,
Savard gave up an ugly goal to
Ferris State's Scott Lewis. The
Bulldog defenseman fired a slapper along the ice that Savard
appeared to smother. The puck
leaked through his pads.
Williams banged in a lose
puck that came from a goalmouth scramble to the right ol
Owen.
Savard finished with 26 saves
on 30 shots. Owen was 17 for 21

SUmheiienic 3lejviuUment
Mon/Wed

18

23
16
NuhrRfa
16
Chicago
13
Northwest Division
W

Next up for the Falcons is a

31

W

Ohio 75. Bowling Croon 68
Toledo 68. W Michigan 56

from the post.
When the 6-foot-2 Hamilton
was not on the floor Raterman
made easy baskets to rack up her
points. The minutes Hamilton
was in, Raterman had to earn her
points with fakes and good
moves to the basket.
Even with Hamilton on the
floor, Raterman showed why she
is a pre-season pick for the All
Mid-American Conference team.
Raterman will again look to

3

16
14
13
16
21

Carolina
20
Florida
17
Washington
16
Tampa Bay
II
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division

Saturday * Results
Akron 69. N Illinois 47

7
7

58
55
47
41
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SPARK

Continued from page seven
vou always wanted to be. You
can put on the shirt and go
crazy."
First wearing ski masks and
overalls to cover their identity,
the original SIC SIC members
formed their group, with the
assistance of then president of
the University Frank Prout, in
1946.
Members must keep their
identity a secret until their senior
year where they are unmaskedusually during a sport event.
"(As a member) you become
very devious," De Crane said,
"You lie a lot to throw people off.
You change masks and outfits in

order to confuse people."
Though Carr claims she's a
terrible liar, she says she had to
tell quite a few lies over the years
in order to throw her friends off
her trail.
"I had the exact same schedule as my bestfriend, Amy. When
I'd lie and say I was going to the
computer lab to type a paper,
she'd know I didn't have a paper
to type and wonder where I was
going."
Dose also had to come up
with reasons for his disappearances.
"You use anything and everything you can think of," he said.
Being a member of SIC SIC
can mean many memorable

moments.
"A lot of times we'd go driving around at midnight and
realizing we didn't have any gas,
we'd stop at a SuperAmerica.
We'd be in our masks and some
people would get really scared,"
Carr said.
"People will give us names of
freshman they feel would make
good members," De Crane said.
Recommendations can come
from organizations such as
UNIV and Springboard, or students such as RA's or current SIC
SIC members.
"Without a doubt it is the
coolest thing I've been involved
with on campus," Carr said.

Continued from page eight

Thursday against Michigan,
Powers kept rolling the grinders
in the third period in order to
spark the team against the fifthranked team in the country. Their
efforts earned them praise from
the coach and another chance lo
prove what they can do against
Ferris State.
"They've got a lot of jump,"
Powers said. "They got scored on
in the second period after they
had our first really good shift of
the period . They were buzzing
and hitting guys and creating
turnovers."
"That was a huge goal they

got for us tonight. And all Iii.it
was, was hard work. Thev were
battling in the corners and
Williams never gave up on the
puck."
Welterberg, Williams and
Hcwson attribute their perlormance this weekend lo their
style of play.
"Our game plan is just to go
out there and work hard, get
down in the corners and create
loose pucks," Welterberg said.
"Every chance we get for a goal
is great, but pretty much we're,
just going out there, getting the
puck and outworking (our opponents)."
Although they are easily the

smallest line on the Falcons with
all three under ">-IO and 190
pounds, the fearless altitude they
convey helps them set the tempo
against bigger opponents.
"Speed is the key lo our
game," Williams said. "We're
working hard and goin' crazy.
We just don't fear anybody.
They're no stronger than us."
Against Ferris, they proved
that no one was stronger, and
that they deserved the chance to
show their skills in the third period.
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CAMPUS EVENTS

ATTENTION FILM ENTHUSIASTSH
Get on board for a production that is taking
place this semester. Attend a mandatory meeting on Fri. Jan. 29. at'206 Olscamp Hall. Questions call Kevin at (419) 389-0262 or Jeremy at
(419) 538-2342

CITY EVENTS
Spring Break 99
www.sunsplashiours.corn

WATCH FOR
Di BENEDETTO'S
ANNIVERSARY AD
ON JAN. 29

From $99!

Free trips &

Group Discounis

STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
Australia! Austria! England! Greece! Ireland! Mexico! Scotland! Walea! A representative from the Beaver Collage Center
tor Education Abroad will be on campua on
Monday, January 25 to talk about programa
In lhaae countries. She will be in the Student Union Lobby from 11:30 ■ m • i :30 p.m.
There will alao be a meeting for etudenta at
3:10 p.m. In 1103 Otfenhauer West. Please
c.l 372-0309 with questions.

SERVICES OFFERED

STUDY IN NANTES. FRANCE
Meeting Tues, Jan. 16,1999
9 00pm in BAA 1000
VIDEO ON EURAIl TRAVEL
ApplicaDon inlo
EARN 6 BGSU CREDITS
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
??Ts contact: mondre^bgnet

PERSONALS

• • • Clrcto K Intamalloml ■ ■ ■
Open House'
Wednesday. J muary 27. al9:00pm. at
[ha Union, Ira floor in iheOhio Suite.
Jan the world't largest collegiate service
organization! For more details or info
e man Kelly at nart«:k@bgnel ogsu.edu

•CM'CKl*CM*0XrCM'

Hours and hours or free drinks
Jamaica Cancun Florida
South Padre Bahamas Barbados
Lowest prices.'Besi meals
CALL TOOAYi 1-800 426-7710

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tests
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

•SAVE $100'
OISH Network 18" Satellites Only $i49-(Reg.
$249). Additional Receivers Only $99. FREE
SelMnstallation guide. America's TOP 40 programming Only $19.99 a month. Credit
cards/COD accepted. Shipping add
$19 95.CALL NOW! 1-888-853-8181. ($S0 rebate tor Pnmestar switch'!

Alpha Gamma Delta
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
will be having open recruitment
tonight Come to the Alpha Gamma
Delta house 8-8 45 & 9-9:45'
We hope to see you there I
Alpha Gamma Delta

ENJOY SPRING BREAK/GRAO
WEEK MARCH MADNESS-N. MYRTLE
BEACH. S C $75-200 PER PERSON/WEEK
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE 1999 BROCHURE, www.retreatmyrilebeach corn or
800 645 3618
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

Alpha Phi
The Alpha Phi's are holding informal
recruitment on Jan. 25 from 8-8.45 and
9-9 45 at the Alpha Phi house Come see
what we are all about1
Alpha Phi
OG'DG'DG
Come see what Delta Gamma
is all about
Spring Recruitment
Tonlght8-8:45 & 9-9:45
Wednesdays 8 4549 9 45
DG*DG'DG

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama City Beach
Flonda, Irom $159 per person
3 pools. 1 indoor pooi-ia/y
river ride, huge beachs.de
hotiub suttes up to 10 people.
Tiki bar. home of the world's
longest keg party.
Drink Free, draft beer
all week w/cover. Free mfo
1-800488-8828
www sandpiperbeacon com

How Would
XS**Mike Rayburn!
Tuesday, Jan 26th!
You Score?
8PM in the Ballroom

'AMA'AlW'AMA'AMA'
Mem, jarship Drive

•Hh. 25-27
1s|FloorBA
'AMA'AMV'AMA-AMA'

NEtVLOVI
REALTY
It EIDTAaUS (•«■' "»iv .•">«)"

(2nd floor of the Union)

< asAf)(MCAfr-,
• GMAT GRE DAT \
Take a Free Test Drive

m

and find out!

Come join our rental family!
*S07 East Mrrry Slret-I
^ Ixlrm across front Campus
"114 South Main Slreel
I lulrni w/canlra] AC above downtown business
•117 North Main Slreel
I Ixlrm w/Vlishwasher & central AC above downtown business
•Many more to choose from!
**SS
BBSs!

February 6th at BGSU!
Call today to reserve your seat!

£•555*

Visit our office at 332 South Main Street lo pick up
your free brochure of over MX) apartments, houses.
and duplexes in many locations.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST

Visit our wrlisitp: www.nrwloverrality.com

._,

www.kaplan.com
■ »» rafMlxad virMnadil <* r»» r«apaci*« 01

We 're back... Same day, new time

SEVEN SPRINGS SKI TRIP!

FRONT AND CENTER

Depart: Jan 30th @ 9AM
Return: Jan 31st @ 9PM

JEREMY AND TAMI
WBGU 88.1 FM Tuesdays 5-6p.m.
call in at 372-2826

THE ALASKAN EXPERIENCE

JO*
. -•»•'

This week:

Only

Stacy Enriquez of

$101.00!

Campus Parking and Traffic

A 12 Day Field Trip into the Interior and South Central Alaska

July 5-18, 1999
3 credit hours -- A&S 395 or A&S 587
Deposit deadline January 29th
check or credit card
E-mail: jruding@bgnet.bgsu.edu "for cost"

Includes Hotel,
Transportation and Ski Lift Ticket
Equipment rental not included

Hear about the parking issues before the forum
sessions - call in with your opinions.

VIDEO PRESENTATION
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 27th
7:00 p.m. Bettcher Room In East Building

"Hotel & Transportation: $26.00 (Bursarable!)
"Ski Rental: $37.50 -OR- Snowboard Rental: $55.00 k
(rent both for entire weekend!)
"Ski Lift Tickets: $75.00 (cash only please)

A

Questions?
Call 372-23431

Presenter, Dr. Joel Rudinger, trip coordinator
Ms. Lori Peugot
One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839
419-433-5560 800-322-4787
Firelands

BGSU

www f:re'antis.ti::jsu oil , ' .;■" ■ .-lrj-]m:;r' A .r.k.i'Ai.-.'.Kg hti

BGSU Journalism Department presents

Fraternity

The Story of the St. Louis

formal recruitment
"No one can do everything,
everyone can do something,
and together we can accomplish it all."

^_,

January 30th-31st

with

Plus the latest from
^
Heywood Ba.iks and winbjo
free tickets to Lollipop
Lustkill at Frankie's.

Questions?
Call 372-2343

CO

January 26 & 27
February 2 & 3
7:30-9:30 p.m.
For more information, call Charlie at 372-2846
Stop by Mac North for an Information Night with all 18 fraternities represented.
Monday, January 25, 1999 from 4 to 7 PM

Cardinals' Mark McGwire
Home Run Sensation
As told by the 1999 Florence and Jesse Currier Endowed Speaker.

Brian Bartow
Director of Media Relations for the St. Louis Cardinals

W*dne*xLu}, fanuwaf 27,1999
7:3C pjn. £enfiait Cjtand iftaflwotn

,

The BG News

Monday.Janurary. 1999
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Aware citizens are good citizens
GOING ON SPRING BREAK Buy the mosl
pow«rlul lal burntr/energize we
ollof$l9 95 Universal Supp.
1 8a8«<?7Ba7Cmlin»lOOOgr»t2995

UJ

CO

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
TEAM HANDBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BY NOON OR
JAN 27 FOR TEAM HANDBALL. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE JAN 27-MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S TEAM HANDBALL: FEB. 2 ME N'S.
WOMEN'S AND CO-REC CURLING: FEB.
3-MENS AND WOMEN'S DBLS RACQUETHAL I FEB. 10 MEN'S INNERTUBE WATER
POLO

< en

KAPPA DELTA
The sisters of Kappa Delia wish
to congratulate Maggie Matney
on her pearimg to Man Westrickl
Althebosti
KAPPA DELTA
KAPPA DELTA
Lit' Magpre, I am so happy for
youl Congrats on your pearling to
Man-He's OK tool
Love. Mom
KAPPA DELTA
MENIMEN!
Are you interested m becoming a presenter to
other men on the issues of Sexual Assault A
Prevention? Contact Barb Hoffman. 372-2120
by Jan. 27 lor more information.
On-Campus Interviews Thur. 1/28
at Career Services
Call 372-23S6 lo schedule
UnHsd Parcel Service
We are currently looking lor permanent pan
ome employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day
'J2000 Tuition Reimbursement
lor Midnight Shin
'ExceH. entry level pay J8.50-9 so hr
and up lo $12.45-13.45 per hour
with progression.
•Full time benefits lor part-time work'
'Advancement opportunities1
'Holidays and weekends of'
Call (4191891-6620. EOE.

SDPRi'N'G
BKI AK
[CANCUN MAZATLAN1
(JAMAICA S. PADREl

«R>5

800-SURFS-UP

. www.studentexDress.com .

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
■ ME Washington Street. Bo* ling Green. Ohio

419 354-6036
Available NOW

WANTED
1 Subleaser needed ASAP Male or female to
share apt. Own room. $i95/momh Call
353 1254.

PANAMA CITY BEACH SPRING BREAK 991
Price* sta/i at S149I Call USA Spring Break ai
1-aOO-799-6445c* 1-868 77/ 4642lodayl

2 roommates needed for 99 00 school year
Large house, own room, close to campus and
town. Cheap rent, plus 2 Dlhrms CaJI_354 674Q

Recovery Group
Are you having problems with alcohol
or drug use9 Have you been trying to quit?
Have you been successful ai quitting
Out don't know where to go lor support?
Are you worried about someone else's use
or substances? If you would like
to explore issues or recovery from
alcohol or drug use & would like to
meet with a professionally led,
confidential group of support people.
call Sheila or Aaron at
372-9839 by 2/1/99

Play Rugby HI
Join a team thai is Nationals Bound'
New Player's Meeting
Tuesday. Jan 26. 8:30pm
Rm. 136 Perry Field House
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYII
Subleaser needed nowl Own room, use of
w/d. dose to campus. $230/mo. Call
353-0568

•■Ghost Writer." preferrabiy someone who has
already published a book or someone who understands the literal construction ol a book
The subject is the law, the basic content ol the
book will be supplied on tape and/or hide
research will be necessary Payment for this
work will be negotiatod when I find the right
person Send resume to.
Franz O Cariton
P.O. Box 162
North Baltimore. OH 45872

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT - Workers earn
up to $2.000Wmonth (w.'tips & benefits)
World Travel1 Land-Tour jobs up lo
$5 000- $7,000'summer Ask us how1
517-336-4235 Eit C55442
Desk derk needed for local motel Weekend
position, midnight to 8am, 2 snifts/week. Apply
at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn MF 8am 4pm

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For mlo call 203-319-2802.

Domimcs Restaurant now hiring servers, bus
sers, pizza cooks, hosi/cashiers. line cooks A
cany out operators Flexible shifts, full and
pan-time Apply 212'S Reynolds, Toledo

1111 Spring Break Panama Oty $129' Board
walk Room w/Kuchen Near Clubs' 7 PartiesFree Drinks! Daytona $149< South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149< spnngbreak
travel com 1-800-6786386
__

DRIVERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs volunteers to deliver meals to homebound senior
citizens in Bowling Green For info call Stefanie
at 353-5661.

11H Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Nights $279i Includes Meals A Free Parties'
Awesome Beaches. Nightlile* Departs Fiondai
Cancun 8 Jamaica $3991 spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386

Earn $$ Build your resume. Professional marketing research firm is now hiring Gain business A marketing experience S5 50/hr Apply
an 3330 Bishop Rd or call 3528115. ext. 209.

1986 Toyota Camry LE. Excellent running
condition. Asking $950.00 O.B.O. Call Stacy
■1352-4031.

$20 ♦/hr PT/FT
Process co. mail/email at home in school. For
details; gma/bgu p.o. box 567443 Atlanta GA
31156. Email apply4now@smartbot.net.
770-937-6764.

SPRING BREAK 99!
Cancun * Nassau' Jamaica
Travel Free and make lots of cash*
Top reps are offered on -site staff jobs.
AH- Inclusive Deals. 32 hours FREE Dnnks
Special Discounts up to $100 per person
Lowest pnee Guaranteed Call tor details1
www.claaa1ravel.com 800/838-6411

••S20/HR PT/FT
Process Our Company Mail or Email
From Home or School For Details;
Email: Apply 4now@ smart boi net
770-937-6761

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break
Headquarters. Packages from $39 00 per person. Closest lo Spinnaker and La Vela. Host of
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Now'
1-80O-224-GUIF. www.sprlngbreakhq.com.
Support Group for women
with Anorexia & Balemia Concerns
Women's Center-Hanna Hall-108A
Starting. Mon..February I.8;30pm-10.00pm
Group Support and
Interactive discussions A exercise
Student Health Services/Judy Miller/372- 7425Counse1mg Center/Rebecca
Mettee-Carter/220et
Tike a Bite
On the move for Health A Joy
Register Today
Call 372-9355 (WELL)
Contemporary weight management
Nutrition A exercise awareneea
Wednesday afternoon sessions
Begins Jan. 27.1999

375 Counselors and Instructors needed'
Coed summer camps In Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohikan.
www.lohikan.com.

1-800-488-4321.

Administrative Assistant to President COSI
Toledo
First hand science learning center seeking experienced and energetic administrator. Candidate must have excellent organizational, communications and computer skills, be energetic,
outgoing, and people-oriented. Position reports
to the President A CEO, also includes working
with a team on a wide vanety of projects lo
support this organization. Competitive salary
and benefit package. Send cover letter, resumes and references to; Tamia Boone COSI
Toledo, i Discovery Way. Toledo, OH 43604
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income lo assemble
products at home Info t -504-646-1700 DE PT
OH-6255
ATTENTION

STUDENTS OF
MAJORS
Local firm will be accepting
applications
10-3
Tuesday, January 26th

WHOLE FOOD
Alternatives has organic health conscious
groceries, as well as candles, incense, oils,
herbs, books, tarot and classes to serve the
Pagan, New Age and Alternative Spirit community. Slop in at 131 W. Wooster or call
352-SEED(7333) for info.
WITCH STORE?
Well yes. Alternatives has books, tarot. ritual
supplies, herbs, oils, candles A morel Plus the
organic grocery is up and runningl Check us
out at 131 W. Wooster St. or Call 352-SEED
(7333)

ALU

m the Canal Room
3rd floor Union
For Full/Part-time positions
$11 i5lo slan
No experience necessary
^^^^^^ainjnc^s^fovidec^^^^
$40.000/yr in
scholarships are awarded
Sabysmer/iutor needed lor after school hours
3:30-6:30. Mon-Thurs Educ major preferred
Call 352-13*6
Bar staff/wail staff & cook apply at Elk Lodge
200 Campbell Hill Rd 2.00-4 00 Mon-Thurs

for Winter Session
6-8 mo. leases at:

FREE RADIO
♦ Si250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations Earn
$3 $5 per Visa-MC app We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for into or visit our websito
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box
1-800-932-0528x65
www .ocmconcepts .com

The Highland!
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in Didq
a/c, quiet. From $395 mo.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS WITH
FREE GAS HEAT
•222 S. College #1-1 bdrm unfurn

Cars from $500.00 Police impounds and tax
repo's Call 1-800-319-3323 ext 45S8
OHIO STATE
Apt. Portfolio lor Sale
461 bedrooms m 18 buildings
11% Cap rate on $6.8i4.000 ask
Call Sieve or B«8 for details
1-800-601-6191
Commercial One Realtors
Summer lun. winter practicality at an affordable
price. 1984 Dodge 600 convertible $800
353-6181

Local church looking for part time organist. If b>
terested call 353-0295.

FOR RENT

Looking lor a career and not just-a job? Randental Assistant Subs and Part-Time positions
available. Providing care and training to adults
with mental retardation/developmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity. Salary $7.55 per hour Part time positions altar 90 days will receive
$9 6S-$i6 35/hr based upon experience Sick
leave and vacation benefits for part-time employees. Experience not required. Positions
available m Bowting Green. Portage, and Waloridge area. Application may be obtained from
Wood Counry Board of MR/DO. Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lano Road, BG. BOO
am -4 00pm EOE.
NOW HIRING
STOCK8ROKE R ASSISTANT
PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES INC
Applicant should be interested m becoming a
stockbroker. Duties arranging seminars, contacting events and prospects on investments,
marketing and public relations.
Wages/availabtlity-flexible Internshipsavailabie Interested parties contact Christie Watson
at 249-7343.
Otsego High School needs 2 track coaches, i
HS to work with shot & discus & 1 Jr High
coach CaHScottBefnth.se! AD at 823-4911
Part time student employment
Are you looking lor part time employment ot 15
hours plus per week plus per week witnm walking distance to BGSU campus? Interested in
working various unskilled jobs m assembly,
packaging, etc *» Rate ot pay is $5 15 per hour
Apply in person between the hours ot 9 00am
and 5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Pat-time cook & part-time bartender needed
BG Countn/Club. Flexible hours. 352-3100

■Jan - War Apt.,
803-815 8th St.
quiet, spacious, laundry
facilities in Wdg, a/c

Washers needed some aays 9am?pm
$6O0vnr Servers & bartenders needed all
sn.fts ApplyalKaufmansattheLodgo

HELP WANTED

Graduate student housing

OQ

Camp Wayne lor dns-sister "ail ot
brother/sisier private camp in Northwestern
Pennsylvania (3 nrs l>om New York City)
6/22 8/20/99 H you love children and want a
canng, lun environment we are looking to hire
staff tor: Tennis. Goll. Gymnastics. Swimming
(W.S I preferred), Sailing, Waierskiing, Piano.
Basketball. Softball. Volleyball. Soccer, Self
Defense, Low Ropes, Drama Director, Drawing
and Painting. Ceramics, Photography.
Jewelery, Linoleum. Cuts. Batik. Calligraphy.
Sculpture. Guitar, Si IK-Screening Cheeriead
ing. Aerobics. Video, Group Leaders, Drivers.
Housekeeping. Night Waichperson. Kitchen/Salad. On Campus interviews February
16lh. Call 1 800-279-3019 or email: camp
wayneg@aol com

FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK'99
Guaranteed lowest prices lo Cancun,
Jamaica. Panama City & Daytona Beach
Student Travel Services
1 800-648 4849
www stsiravei com
On Campus Contact:
Nk*i@ 372-5408
Jm ©372-1306

Women's Wellness Group
Sign-ups for Spring 1999
Enhance Self-esteem
Build Relationships
Strengthen Communication
Call Sheila Harris al 372-9355
by t 29/99 Wellness Connection

Summer o' '99 3 Recreation Directors needed
al Yogi Bear's Jetstone Park m Mantua. OH
Only 10 minutes 'rom Sea World We are a
busy carping facility. 40 hrs/wk - end ol
season bonus Send resume to Jeiiy stone
Park. Ann Andrea. 3392 Si Rt 82. Mantua
OH 44255

Summer Camp Jobs
A lun place to work and a lifeione learning experience awaits you al YMCA Resident Camp
N.ssokone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ohiyesa (Highland, Ml) Are you a creative,
canng and enthusiastic person who would enjoy working in an active outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist tor
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, music/drama, high and low ropes courses, sailing, and athletics Call (248) 887-4533 to
schedule an on campus interview

Georgetown Manor Apanmenis
Available Fall 99 8 Spring 2000
800 3rd Street
i bedroom & 2 bedroom apts
Fully furnished. AC.
New Laundry Room, no pets
9 1/2 A 12 mo leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included.
Call 354-9740 for more details & app't

"Call 353-0325"
99-00 S Y houses & apartments
930 E Wooster. 321 E Merry (6 bdrm apt) A
1. 2. A3bdrm. apts. A rooms.
Listings available. 316 E Merry. i3
1 and 2 bdrm lurr ihed apu lor 99 CO sci or*
year 352 7454.
2 bdrm. (urn. apt. includes uM $450>mo. Call
3535074
2 bdrm house near BGSU $400 Excellent
condition Lease A deposit required Call
686-4651.
3 bdrm apt $550 Near BGSU Excellent cor
diton Lease and deposit required Can
688-4651.
3 bdrm house near BGSU Excellent condi
non $650 lease and deposit required Call
686 4651
326 N Prospect Grad students only Washer
♦ dryer. 2 air-conditioners 2 bedrooms Leave
message al 354-2264
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean. 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utilities provided, on-sile manager, balcony
units available. Call lor an appointment:
352-9909.
Efficiency units available lor short or long term,
completely furnished. Phone, cable A all ulls
included Near campus 352-1520

gas heat From $495 mo.
•222 S. College- Efficiency

4-0

Let us help you make it

•228 S. College #A-#J - 1 bdrm unfur & turn

thru the Winter to early

•228 S. College #K-#0 - 2 bdrm unfurn & fur

summer months

•Wosher/Dryer on premises*

Call 354-6036

Don't go banarflS^
looking for a aae.e/i

to livel/^Ki

Visit our Website www.newtovereally.com

From 10:00 - 4:00
■VEWI9VE

332 S. Main St.

Rrni.h

(Our only office)

x^y

>'/

T-O

352-5620

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Management Inc.
Hilkilak Apt*.. 2bdrm (lats. very spacious, t
fool ceilings, cat ports. 9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Start a) $610 (all 353-5801)

• 2 <D

FALL 1999 LEASING
Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!
cy Ty

FALL 1999 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE

Management Inc.
Ilillulalr ApK.. Lanji fludtoi. high united
GeMiagl, unique lloor plan. ° 1(3-12 mo Lease*
Sum it 5.150 c .11 jM-wimi

113 Railroad St (next to Kioto's)

• Ridge Manor Apartments

352-9302

• Frazee Ave. Apartments

Mon-Frio-S

Sat 8-12

• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
• Field Manor Apartments

Management Inc.
Mem/Mir Apiv, I bdrm. high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan 9 I ?- 12 mo Leases
(lose lo campus. Starts at $^80
C all iSJ-SMO

Columbia Court Apartments

PREFERRED

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)

NOW LEASING
Spring and Fall 1999
Call Today!

• 3 bedroom/2baths

• Furnished
• Close to Campus

Management Inc.

Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998

Y.\e green ApU. I.lliciencics \ huge I bdnns.
laundry on site, lols'of parking lit starts at
1130. I bdrms Starts at $340 Call 353-5SW)

352-9378

A/C, New Carpet, and fireplaces

Open Sat 10-2

Mercer Manor Apartments

2°

One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths,
A/C. Fireplaces, AMicrowaves

Management Inc.
Willow lluuwApli. 810 4th St Ibdrmvttas
heat. A/C Remodeled Suns al SJ75
(•II JM-MOO

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Slop by oui office at 1045 N. Main Si for
complete listing < Call 353-5800.

t/)3

Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses

All residents receive a membership to

Cherry wood Health Spa

Management Inc.
www.wcnel.org/-mecca

Fox Run • Haven House Manor

GHEENBWAR, INC.

(Indoor htattd swimming pool, sannv. Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, complete
txertist equipment, complete locker room and shower fat lUtiei)

Hours:
Mon-Fn(9am-5pm) I
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)l

PROPERTIES
•/

/

■

